Abstract. This paper gives a first description of the formation of constituent questions in the understudied Karata language (k̄irʟ̄i mac̄'i, Russian karatinskij jazyk). It argues that wh-questions in this language exhibit the characteristics predicted of type 4 languages by Cable 2010's theory.
2.1. BACKGROUND ON KARATA GRAMMAR. Concerning sentence structure, constituent order is very flexible and does not play any role in the expression of argument structure. Case marking and verb agreement are typical of ergative languages. Verbs agree in gender and number (i.e. in class) with the argument in the absolutive case (aka nominative case in the Caucasian linguistics tradition). In (1a), the A(gentive) argument or subject of the transitive construction bears ergative case morphology and the P(atientive) or object argument is in the unmarked nominative case (a.k.a. absolutive case). Example (1b) is an intransitive construction, accordingly, the S(ingle) argument or subject of the intransitive construction is in the unmarked absolutive case. The verb b-it'abišaɬa `solve, settle' has a class prefix which agrees with the S/P argument. There are two types of Karata verbs. Those beginning with a consonant, those beginning with a vowel which can themselves be divided into two subclasses: those with an agreement prefix reflecting the class of the noun in the nominative, those without. Note that whether a vowel-initial verb can take a agreement prefix or not is lexically specified. As far as suffixes are concerned, all verbs have the same suffixes except for the imperative suffix which makes a formal distinction between intransitive and transitive constructions (2).
(2) Examples of imperative or agreement a. ɬãda-χīl-a-gal b-ah-a close-PROX-TPL 3 -ABL take-IMP(TR) Remove it from the closest spot! b. miɬila-ʟ̄ 'i-gal χidi j-eʔ-ĩ sun 0 -TPL 8 -ABL away F-go-IMP(INTR) Go away from the sun! (lit. from under the sun) There are 7 grammatical cases (nominative, ergative/instrumental, genitive, animate genitive, dative, comitative, essive) in Table 1 The animate genitive case is reserved to mark animate possessors: it consists of the class marker reflecting the noun class that the possessed noun belongs to (3a). The other marker is used in all other cases (3b).
(3) Two genitives a. imo-b q̄ 'arz waša-s̄u-l herc'-e father 0 [GEN] -N debt boy-M 0 -ERG pay_off-PF The boy settled his father's debt. b. peči-ʟ̄curi-l tastar ʁizi-χw-ā stove-GEN smoke 0 -ERG curtain dirt-VBZ-CAUS.PF The smoke of the stove made the curtain dirty.
Spatial cases are made of 2 formatives: a topological marker (TPL), which encodes the location of the figure with respect to a ground 3 (Talmy 1972) , and a directional marker which encodes whether the figure moves or not (DIR). In English for instance, complex prepositions like onto can be decomposed into the topological marker on `TPL' and the directional marker to `DIR'. Karata has 8 topological markers x 3 directional markers, potentially forming 24 spatial cases, of which four are not attested (those are marked n.a. in Table 2 ). It is difficult to label each topological marker with one semantic value given the many different values that each of those markers can take and the many different distinctions that are not lexicalized in English (see Pasquereau  2010 for more information).   TPL 1  TPL 2  TPL 3  TPL 4  TPL 5  TPL 6  TPL 7  TPL big-N log They extracted a big log from the water. (lit. I/you/he/she/we/y'all/they extracted a big log from inside the water.) Spatial cases are also used more abstractly as part of the argument structure of predicates (Pasquereau 2011) . There are 5 noun classes in Karata: 3 in the singular (masculine, feminine, neuter) and 2 in the plural (human, neuter) as shown in The head bears number and case morphology. There are many plural endings and it must be learnt for each noun. In (5) is schematized the maximal structure of a noun in Karata. For instance, the ergative plural of mak'e `child' is formed by adding the plural suffix -i, then the human plural oblique formative lo, to which is added the ergative case marker l. Note that oblique stem formatives are quite varied. In fact only nouns belonging to one of the `human' classes take semantically-motivated oblique markers, as in (6a) where lo is the oblique marker for nouns belonging to the human plural class. Nouns belonging to non-human classes how-ever take a variety of oblique markers which have to be learned. In (6b) for instance, the citation/nominative form for the word `color' is ʟ̄ 'ere but case suffixes are added to the oblique form ʟ̄'era which we gloss `color 0 '.
(6) a. mak'-i-lo-l mak'e `child' child-PL-H+-ERG b. ʟ̄ 'era-ʟ̄ ʟ̄ 'ere `color' color 0 -GEN 2.2. BACKGROUND ON KARATA WH-QUESTIONS. In order to ask a wh-question in Karata, three ingredients are necessary: a wh-word, the Question particle -(o)l(e), and the main verb of the question must be in the participial form (7a and 7b) except in the future where the finite form is the one used (7c). čãc'e `how many times' hindir `to where' čami `how much/many' hingal `from where' A number of constraints apply to the distribution of Q, they will be described in section 3. Let me point out now though that there is a correlation between the position of Q and the verb which is marked non-finite. Both indicate the scope of the question. The example in (9a) is a matrix question: the verb in the participial form, as is made obvious by the presence of an agreement suffix, is the matrix verb 7 , the Q particle is at the edge of the embedded clause. The example be-comes unacceptable if Q is in the embedded clause with the embedding verb bearing participial morphology (9b).
Int. What does she think he gave?
In (10a), the verb in the participial form is `give' in the embedded clause and Q is on the whword. The example becomes unacceptable if, keeping the embedded verb in the participial form, Q is in the matrix clause (10b).
She is thinking about what he gave.
We now turn to Cable 2010's theory of constituent questions. According to Cable 2010, all languages have a Q particle: in some it is overt, in others it is covert (parameter 1). The second parameter concerns the syntactic relation of Q to the phrase XP that contains the wh-word. We give examples in section 3 that this phrase can be as small as the wh-word itself but can also be bigger, in which case the Q particle is separated from the wh-word. In some languages, QP is adjoined to the XP containing the wh-word, whereas in others Q takes it as its complement, i.e. the wh-word is in the QP constituent. The value this parameter takes has important consequences for properties of wh-questions given that it interacts with parameters 3, 4, and 5. For example, under this theory, a wh-fronting language is a language whose QP contains the wh-word and moves overtly. Parameter 4 captures an important difference between English and Karata which we illustrate in section 3.4. Finally, parameter 5 captures that some languages do not allow more than one Q no matter how many wh-words the question contains, whereas oth-ers will allow up to as many Qs as the question contains.
In order to look at the Karata data, we make the (comparative) hypothesis (Haspelmath 2014 ) that the Q particle -ol in Karata constituent questions behaves like the Tlingit Q particle sá studied by Cable. The result of our study so far suggests that it behaves exactly like Tlingit on parameters 1-4 and differs from it on parameter 5 since it allows multiple questions with just one occurrence of Q. Such a language is predicted to exist (as `type 4') but was not attested until now.
3. Karata is a type 4 language. A type 4 language in Cable's typology has the following properties: Q is overt, Q projects and takes the XP containing the wh-word as its complement, QP moves overtly as a result of agree/attract with CQ, the wh-word does not agree with Q (unlike English), and multiple wh-questions use one Q. This is summarized in (13). In what follows we illustrate each parameter with Karata data.
3.1. THE QUESTION PARTICLE IS OBLIGATORY. As the minimal pair in (14) shows, Q must be overtly realized or else, the construction is not acceptable. But it must c-command it: in (16), Q is placed to the right of the wh-word hinge `where' but on the object ʕurmi `life', a noun which does not c-command the wh-word, this yields unacceptability.
(16) * men-a hinge ʕurmi-l ge-da idja-b?
2SG-ERG where life-Q do-IPF COP-PTCP.N Int. Where do you live?
WH-WORDS IN THE PERIPHERY OF THE QUESTION.
If QP moves overtly, we expect wh-words to appear at the periphery of the clause. As already mentioned, word order in Karata is very flexi-ble, but there are a few facts that suggest that movement occurs. First, the wh-word must precede the main predicate. This is expected if Q projects and moves (c.f. 17a and 17b).
(17) Questions a. *men-a q̄ 'amas̄hed-ol aʟ̄i? *S V O 2SG-ERG eat-FUT thing-Q tomorrow Int. What will you eat tomorrow? b men-a hed-ol q̄ 'amas̄ aʟ̄i? S O V 2SG-ERG thing-Q eat-FUT tomorrow What will you eat tomorrow?
It could be that the post-V position is reserved for nouns that have properties which whwords lack like definiteness but this is not the case since indefinites can appear post-verbally (18a). (18 Secondly, there is evidence that if there is a phrase to the left of the wh-word, it is interpreted as a topic. Placement of an phrase before the wh-word creates a structure with special discourse prop-erties: there is reason to think that the phrase preceding the wh-phrase is interpreted as a topic.
A core property of `topics' is that they can only be denoted by referential expressions (Li 1976) . If QP moves overtly in Karata, we expect the wh-word to be in the left periphery of the syntactic structure and we expect that any phrase to its left will be topical. We would therefore expect that no indefinite can occur to the left of a wh-word in Karaa. This seems to be the case (cf 19a and 19b) . These data follow from the view that any material preceding the wh-operator of a Karata wh-question must be construed as a discourse topic, which follows if the wh-word is leftperipheral as a result of QP movement.
3.4. CQ AND QP AGREE, Q AND WH-WORD DO NOT. Here we want to show that under the hypothesis that an agreement dependency holds between the question-marked complementizer CQ and the QP, an acceptability asymmetry follows. First, observe that (21a) where the QP hedol `what' is contained within a relative clause is not acceptable and that (21b), where the QP is now the whole relative clause, is acceptable. Those observations follow under the assumption that no agreement is possible across an island boundary. We conclude that, under the assumption that agreement is not possible across a relative clause boundary, Q and CQ must agree in Karata whereas Q and the wh-word do not agree.
Notice things are different in English wh-questions: Q and the wh-word must agree and since there can be no agreement across a relative clause boundary, the construction in (23) is not acceptable (Cable, 2010, p. 147) . (23) Agreement between Q and wh-word in English * [The girl who is wearing what]-Q does Omar love ?
In summary, the evidence that Q and the wh-word do not agree comes from the fact that islands (inside QP) can be moved/pied-piped (unlike in languages with wh/Q agreement, e.g. English).
MULTIPLE WH-QUESTIONS. If
Karata is an instance of a type 4 language, multiple whquestions should be formed with just one Q and not exhibit superiority effects. This is what we found: in (24a), the wh-words corresponding to the subject and object arguments occur in the canonical Karata word order (SOV) and the question particle occurs at the right edge of the object wh-word. In (24b), the wh-words are reversed and the Q particle appears at the right edge of the subject wh-word. Karata is also an instance of a type 3 language: there can be as many Qs as there are whwords but in that case, superiority effects obtain (25b). Our preliminary study suggests that the 5 parameters hypothesized in Cable 2010 are at work in the formation of wh-questions in Karata too. Nevertheless, this is not to say that this is all there is to say about wh-questions in this language. In fact, our preliminary examination has raised many questions which need further investigation. For instance, while it is possible to view the Karata facts in 3.3 as supporting the view that Karata has wh-movement, such a conclusion faces sev-eral potential challenges which need further investigation. First, it has been noted that in Nakh-Daghestanian languages focused items in general precede the main predicate (Van den Berg 2005), thus it is possible that the observations in 3.3 follow from this general constraint rather than from a constituent question-specific one. Secondly, if wh-words really do front, we might expect to find long-distance wh-movement. Given that Karata is most naturally rightbranching, it is more difficult to see (than in a left branching language). Still in our small corpus of written text, we have not found evidence that this is possible.
Conclusion.
The hypothesis that Karata examplifies the (until now unattested) type 4 (and 3) language(s) in Cable's typology (2010) correctly predicts the behavior of Karata wh-questions. As pointed out above, many questions need further investigation but we hope that we have at least established a basis. In particular we would like to understand the mechanism that links the form of the verb to the presence of the Q -ol as well as the difference with another question particle used in wh-question -la which does not require the verb to be in the participial form. 
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